An Introduction to PySpark for Big Data Analytics

June Happy Hour - Wine All you want!

Social Coding

GlyphEd Training

SQL Saturday - Fall 2019 (Coming Soon)

DSI Alumni

Reach out to us!

- Interested in hiring DSI talent...
- Interested in publishing your work...
- Want to host Information sessions...
- Want to host training sessions...

HIRE DSI STUDENTS

The Power of Electric Snakes! An Introduction to PySpark for Big Data Analytics

Big Data Analytics is becoming a major priority for more organizations every day. However, traditional Hadoop skills are still difficult to find, expensive to hire, and time-consuming to train. In this introductory session, we'll see how it is easy to get started with Big Data Analytics using Spark and Python. We'll learn how to perform standard analytical tasks, like creating RDDs and Data Frames, transforming columns and creating aggregations. Be sure to bring your rubber suits, because we'll be playing with lightning...snakes.

When: June 4th 2019, 5:30 - 7:30pm
Where: Microsoft Office, 8055 Microsoft Way, Charlotte, NC 28273
June Happy Hour – Wine all you want!

Time for a pop up happy hour! We can not wait to connect with you all over some wine so we are affectionally calling this happy hour theme “Wine all you want”! We look forward to making genuine connections and learning more about you and your needs.

We will also be asking for volunteers for CWIT! It takes a village to run a group with over 1200 members and the time has come for us to ask for help! Learn about volunteer opportunities as well as opportunities to serve on the board. Our future is bright and we can not wait to share some exciting plans with you!

Date: June 4th 2019, 5:30 - 7:30pm
Location: Poplar 224 W 10th St. Charlotte, NC 28202

Check out

Social Coding

This is just a casual meetup to get together and code (maybe enjoy some cold beverages).

Date: June 5th 2019, 5:30 - 7:30pm
Location: Catawba Brewing Company, 933 Louise Avenue, Charlotte, US

Check out

GlyphEd Training

Date: June 22nd 2019, 8:00am - 12:00pm
Location: University of North Carolina at Charlotte Center City, Room- 604

More details coming soon!